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PUBLISHER 

THE FIRST WORD 

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PUBLISHER

Publishers are all customer-facing and embody what The Reader Magazine stands for in the 
marketplace.  Despite the popularity and reach of The Reader Magazine, Publishers may be the only 

person a prospective customer ever sees from The Reader.  Because of this and because the Publisher--
more than anyone else-- initiates and sets the course for the prospective customer’s relationship with 

The Reader Magazine, they are the most important person in the company’s structure.  
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About 
From humble origins sixteen years ago, The Reader has grown to have today a circulation 
larger than the paid circulation of nearly every newspaper in California.  The printed Reader 
is mailed to 390,000 Californians and reaches hundreds of thousands more online.  It is 
based in Redlands, California and is executing an ambitious nationwide expansion through 
the replication of its model in every U.S. community.   

The mission of The Reader is to give people--free-- the most valuable information, powered 
by advertising, and to be for businesses the best way to influence people’s buying decisions.

The Reader is seizing a unique, historic opportunity to expand because of massive 
technology and societal changes, the decline of newspapers and directories, the absence of a 
local advertising sales infrastructure in thousands of U.S. communities, and the enduring 
demand for great storytelling and advertising in all formats.    

Businesses of every size choose The Reader because of its pricing, environmentally 
responsible, journalistic model-- which helps each business save an average of $3,596, 
40,000 gallons of water, reduce 4 tons of green house gasses (along with 15 other positive 
impacts, viewable at www.reader.us/impact) every year--and because its editorial content is 
unique and champions their interests.  

Most importantly, businesses choose The Reader because of its Publishers-- responsible for 
advertising sales in a local community-- who standout in the local advertising marketplace 
because of the caliber of those chosen and their level of enfranchisement.  Reader Publishers 
do a better job of learning about a prospective advertiser’s business, understanding their 
real needs, and articulating how Reader advertising helps solve their business needs.  

Reader Publisher

In American journalism, it is the Publisher upon whom the commercial success of a media 
enterprise depends, whether magazine, newspaper or website.  In American communities, a 
Publisher has sometimes been something of a cultural, political and economic protector of 
families, institutions and of a community’s unique identity-- through insuring it has its own 
source of honest information.  

From this tradition, The Reader Magazine designates the person responsible for Reader 
Magazine advertising sales within a community as Publisher.  

Successful candidates will be bright, creative and persuasive.  They will also be trainable, 
persistent, and self-confident.  Having a strong work ethic and drive to meet a weekly sales 
quota are essential characteristics in successful candidates for the role. 



Training
Publishers will gain a sense of company culture, its values and operations from being able to 
work in the same office as the founders of the company.  Publishers will be selected on the 
basis of demonstrating a strong history and obvious aptitude for being able to quickly learn 
and continually self-train.  Autodidacts have a strong advantage within our culture.  

The Reader maintains a low-key, friendly and open-door policy between leadership and all 
staff, particularly Publishers.  Since Publishers are all customer-facing and embody what 
The Reader Magazine stands for in the marketplace, because the Publisher--more than 
anyone else-- initiates and sets the course for the prospective customer’s relationship with 
The Reader Magazine, they are the most important person in the company’s structure.  As 
such, the Company pays close attention so that Publishers--from their first day and 
onward--experience satisfying compensation, authentic welcome, support and belonging. 

Publishers will learn through interacting with company staff and through The Reader’s 
proprietary, online training platform, The Reader Way.  The Reader Way gives a Publisher 
the opportunity to learn about Reader Magazine advertising, the needs of prospective 
customers, the competitive landscape, the local advertising market in general and much 
more.  The Reader Way is specifically geared for training Publishers to successfully 
prospect, set appointments, and communicate with prospects via email, phone and in 
person.  It contains many hours of audio-based training on setting appoitnments, including 
rebuttals to common objections, video-based sales training, and over 100,000 words of tips, 
strategies and ideas on selling Reader advertising.  

Work
Publishers’ work revolves around three central tasks.  

Daily & Weekly Planning
The first central task is detailed planning of each day and week in which the Publisher plans 
out and records which prospects of Reader advertising the Publisher will be reaching out to 
by phone (to set appointments), and in-person (to present Reader advertising), before the 
new day and week starts.  This preparation and planning work is instrumental in enabling 
the Publisher to achieve daily and weekly sales (and personal income) goals.  

Appointment Setting
The second central task is setting appointments by phone from the comfortable Reader 
main office.  Publishers’ performance standard is to set five appointments for the current 
week, and five appointments for the week immediately after.  

Canvassing & Sales
The third central task is selling directly to prospective Reader customers in-person through  
canvassing and in-person appointments. Publishers’ performance standard is to make in-
person contact with fifty prospective businesses per week, and to make a full sales 
presentation to actual decision makers fifteen times per week. 



Publishers prospect for potential customers through setting up in-person appointments on 
the phone, via email and in the field and will be meeting face-to-face with prospective 
customers nearly every day. Instead of making cold calls, the Publisher makes smart calls, 
through getting to know the prospective customer (via online research, good record-keeping 
and preparation), so that each communication, including the first, is relevant and valuable 
to the prospective customer.

Most Reader Magazine sales occur during or as a result of a pre-scheduled, in-person sales 
meeting. Most of these meetings will be the result of the Publisher setting up the meeting or 
when the decision maker is present when the Publisher is in-person canvassing and agrees 
to a presentation then or later.

An important part of the work of a Publisher is record-keeping, which allows the Publisher 
to not miss out on opportunities, better understand what is necessary to reach sales goals 
and their performance-based income goals and makes possible a positive environment of 
accountability.

Compensation 
Publishers earn a base salary of $3,000 per month.  In addition, they earn performance-
based, monthly compensation of $2,548 to $5,096 through commissons on sales, for a total 
target annual range of compensation of between $65,760 and $95,520.  
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Appointment Setting
Appointment Setting KPI Definitions: 

CM:  Calls Made 

CCCDM:  Calls Converted to Conversations 
with Decision Makers (%)

CCA:  Conversations Converted to 
Appointments (%)

AKAS:  Appointments Kept of 
Appointments Set (%)

Appointment Setting Process
1. Each week, set 5 appointments for 

current week, 5 for following week
2. Fifty percent of those contacted are 

never-before contacted
3. Record appointment setting KPI daily
4. Train to necessary performance levels 

to achieve weekly sales objectives

Canvassing 
Canvassing KPI Definitions: 

Knock:  Visiting a business in-person, 
whether it is open or closed. 

Call:  Once at a business, going inside and 
getting through to meet or speak with the 
decision maker or a gatekeeper.

Presentation:  Once face to face with the 
actual decision maker, making a full sales 
presentation that includes asking for sale.

Canvassing Process
1. Make 20 knocks, 10 calls,                                            
       and 3 presentations daily
2. Record canvassing KPI daily 
3. Train to necessary performance levels 

to achieve weekly sales objectives. 

Each Publisher’s Prospecting Requirements 

Revenues
& Commissions

$$$

Marketing & Lead 
Generation 

Prospecting & Qualifying 

Selling

A 

B

C

7,000 prospective customers 
in each sub zone 

7000

Publishers set 10 sales 
appointments per week

10

Publishers “knock” or visit 
100 businesses per week

100

Publishers make 15 sales 
presentations per week

15

Knocks “K”,  Calls “C”,  Presentations “P”,  Appointments “A”

K
C
P
A

Day Week Month Qtr

20 100 400 1600
10 50 200 600
3 15 60 180
2 10 40 120

Reader Sales Architecture for Publishers
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Monthly,  Reader Sales Persons can earn as much as... 
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Annually,  Reader Sales Persons can earn as much as...  
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